

















































































































AMAT 342 Lec 19 11 5 2019

Today Topological spaces continued
subspace topology two constructions that allow

us to reformulate everythingproduct topology we've seen about topology

gluing quotientspaces in
a metric freeway

Review

Proposotioni A function F M N of metric spaces
is continuous 4 the E 8 sense if and only if
f U is open for every open set U in N

In topology the metric matters only via the
collection of open sets it generates

Moreover bothering with the extra structure of the
metric when we just care about the open sets
can be burdensome making definitions and proofs
more complicated than necessary

This motivates us to develop topology in a metric free

way



Definition A topological space is a set T
together with a collection 0T of subsets of T
such that

1 OT is closed under arbitrary unions
2 OT is closed under finite intersections
3 TE O
4 0 60 0 is called a topology on Tor a

topological structure
Definition A function f T T of topological
spaces is continuous if f U is open for each
open set in T

Example For any metric space 1 d let
qddgnote the collection of open

Jets

S 04 is a topological space Wecall 0 the
metric topology

Note Most but not all topological spaces one
encounters arise from a metric



Example Let T be a set and 0 All subsets of T
Then CTOT is a topological space OT is called the
discretetopology and we say that IToil is discrete

Proposition a topological space 1 is discrete if and only if
the Singleton set x is open for all x ET

PI If T is discrete then every subset is open so Ed is
open Conversely for any SCT 5 UEXits
so if x is open then 5 is open
by property 1 of a topological space Bad

Example For M any finite metric space themetric topology
is discrete for instanceM could be a finiteset in NY with

the Euclideanmetric

Explanation Let r denote the minimum distancebetween

two distinct points inM Then txeM BG rk EX
since every Singleton set BEN is open in the metric topology
this topology is discrete



Remade The discrete topology on anyset always arises from a

metric For T any set consider the metric d on T givenby

ckx y 0 if y1 if Hy
Then for all XET B X E Ex so Ex is open
in themetric topology Thus bytheprop the metric topology
on 1 is discrete

Exercise Suppose d and d are topologically equivalent

metrics on a set T and the metric topologyof d is
discrete Which sets setareopen in the metric topology
of d

Answer All subsets SCT Since the metric topology
of d is discrete Od contains all subsets of T But
Od Od because d and d are topologically equivalent
So The metric topology of d is discrete

ktampl.es theindiscrete topology a.k.a the trivial topology
For any set T let 0 0,13 Then CT OT is
a topological space



Props
If T has more than one point the trivial topology
is not the metric topology of any metric

Proofi Let d be a metric on T and consider
yet xty Let r dG y Then BG E contains

x but not y so Blt E is neither nor T Bd

The trivial topology is a rather artificial example
I introduce it mostly to give you a feel for
the definition of topological space and to show
that this definition is general enough to allow
for some wierd stuff

Subspage topology We've seen that if M is a

metric space and SCM is any subset then 5 inherits
the structure of a metric space from M

If the theory of topological spaces is to generalize the
theory of metricspaces something analogous shouldbetrue
for topological spaces



Definition
Let LT Ot be a topological space and set be any
subset Define the subspacetopology 05 on S by

Os Un Sl U eOT

Proposition S OS is a topological space
This follows

Lasily
from elementary facts about unions and

intersections of sets

The next definitionprovides somejustificationforthe definitionofsubspace
topology

Proposition Let M beametricspace and let 5 be a subset
of M regaredas a metric space Then the metric
topology on 5 is same as the subspace topology on
5 with respect to the metric topology on M

In otherwords for metric spaces thesubspaceProofExercise topology is what youexpect it to be

From now on subsets of topological spaces will be
understood to be topological spaces withthe subspace
topology



Examples Consider the metric space IR with the
Euclidean metric Q1 is not open in IR because

it contains the boundary point 0

Let 5 10,4 Regarding S as a metric space
with the restriction of the Euclidean metric
we have 6,1 B Q1 so Q1 is open in thein

openball in S
metric topology on S On the other hand
o 1 fl 1 n S C l l is open in IR so
0 1 is open in the subspace topology on 5 as

guaranteed by the proposition

Product topology
Let f 5,09 and F 590 be topologicalspaces
The product space Xx Y is the topological space

w underlying set 5 5 and
Uc 5 5 open Iff

U is a union of sets of the form

V where UCO and Vc 0

Note We discusseddifferent ways
to put a metricon a Cartesian product of metric



lo p a e c a les au prod et of metre
spaces

Each way we discussed yields the product
topology That's the motivation for this definition

Example The product topology on 112 112 1122 is the same
as the metric topology on 1122 writ the Euclidean metric

6 Quotient Spaces

Consider The square II

Thinking of this as a piece of rubber
suppose we glue the left edge to the right edge
i e gluing 10 y to CI y for all y c I

we get a cylinder



How do we model such gluing mathematically
If the unglued object has a metric
we can put a metric onthe gluedobject but this is awkward
It's much cleaner to work abstractly with
topogical spaces

The starting point for this is the following idea
For any continuous surjection f TTS we can always
think of 5 as obtained from T by gluing
Namely xYET getglued together Iff fad fCy

So a gluing construction on S should involve constructing
a space T and a continuous surjection

IT S T so that IT Icy if and only if
we want to glue X to y
To be continued


